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Purpose of the
Independent
Residents’ Panel
The Independent Residents’
Panel (IRP) consists of 9
independent panel members who
are all volunteers representing
the communities of Avon and
Somerset. Their aim is:
‘To act as a ‘critical friend’ to
the Police and Crime
Commissioner (PCC) and to
Avon and Somerset
Constabulary by providing
feedback on completed
complaint files to the office of
the PCC and to the
Constabulary’s Professional
Standards Department (PSD).
The Independent Residents’
Panel (IRP) will review
complaints against the police
from a local citizen’s
viewpoint.’

ATTENDANCE:
Attendees: SB, LC, KS, DH, DW, TW, AD, PAK & PK
Apologies: CW

STRUCTURE OF THE SESSION
Due to COVID-19 and lockdown
measures, the Independent Residents’
Panel was facilitated virtually. 9
members attended including 2 that
have been seconded from the OPCC
volunteer’s network. The Panel
focused on complaints relating to
COVID-19 as the OPCC and the
Police Professional Standards
Department saw an increase in
complaints with this theme due to
police enforcement responsibilities and
government restrictions.
Total number of cases sampled: 16

Further information can be found
on our website.
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ACTIONS
No.
1. Dec 18

7. June 19

Action

Status

A request to the PCC and then to the Head of PSD
for comments regarding obtaining Complainant
satisfaction/feedback (face to face, telephone or
electronic survey) for the Panel. The Panel will look
for opportunities to monitor and track the ‘Complaint
Experience’ (e.g. surveys, focus groups, one-to-one
discussions). The IRP want to keep this as an
overriding theme for 2019/2020.

Dip sample report
circulated to Panel completed.

Suggestion of a possible theme for the IRP complaints have arisen from incorrect information or
data held against an address or person.

KEEP IN VIEW

KEEP IN VIEW

New Actions – No new actions

PSD UPDATE
Detective Chief Inspector Edward Yaxley and Deputy Police and Crime
Commissioner John Smith
NEW COMPLAINT REGULATIONS
The new regulations have now been live for four months. We are working between Home Office
guidance, Independent Office for Police Conduct Statutory Guidance and local internal guidance
which causes challenges. Having to jump from one to another to try and ensure that protocol, process
and decision making are right is labour intensive. We have had to work within the new regulations as
well as the old ones during the changeover period and we are still trying to find our way. 15-20 %
more complaints being recorded under the new regulations as the scope for what is considered a
complaint is broader. This is therefore impacting on the turn around which has increased. We are
working hard internally and across the force to fine tune the recognition of what would be considered
‘Practice Requires Improvement’.

COVID 19
Since lock down, the Professional Standards Department have all moved to home working and this
continues to work well.
Clearly marking COVID complaints since day one has enabled us to recognise where the complaints
have been. The PSD weekly COVID report that is submitted to Constabulary leads on a weekly basis
enables us to understand any themes or trends that we may be seeing in relation to dissatisfaction
and COVID-19. This work has enabled us to be confident about the data that can be provided. To
date we have 103 complaints however the weekly rate is declining from 16 at its peak to 2.
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Themes are lack of enforcement or officers not social distancing and the converse has been
excessive enforcement of the guidance. There was some confusion about what guidance is and what
law is. Regrettably this saw officers with the best of intentions over enthusiastically implementing the
guidance. There have been minimal complaints about Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs). To provide
context, the Constabulary has received 13,000 calls relating to some level of COVID breach with 350
FPNs issued.
It does appear that there is a disproportionate number of FPNs issued to BaME communities. There
will be work undertaken to understand why this is.
With the COVID regulations as they are now - policing them is challenging. The force strategy has
been to explain, engage and encourage compliance with enforcement being a last resort.

CENTURION
The new system has been now updated to allow the data return to the IOPC under the new
regulations.

PANEL Q&A
Panel Member - Bradley Stoke/Stoke
Gifford residents are maintaining social
distancing and there are very rarely police
about.

somewhat misleading without the full facts
of the case. There has been mass scrutiny
from partners and all at ASP respect the
timing is so poor and are very supportive
and concerned for our BaME communities.

PSD – This is not an area that is recognised
as a hot spot - it is reflective of housing
situations e.g. people in flats or residing in
large numbers. Where people have large
gardens and space it does not appear as
much of an issue.
Panel Member - What is the police take on
the George Floyd situation? Especially
after the recent incident in the St Pauls
area?
PSD – The incident has not resulted in a
complaint at this stage. There is a huge
amount of scrutiny from BCC Mayor and Dep
Mayor. The Chief Officers have also been
involved in reviewing the community tensions.
It does appear to be routine policing that,
against the current climate and socioeconomic concern, has caused tension. ASP
has managed to maintain fairly peaceful
approaches so far. There are concerns about
scheduled protests this weekend. It is very
challenging maintaining staff health and safety
and public safety.
Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner
John Smith - I have been involved in the
meetings since Friday and the videos that
have been released on social media are

Pictured: Deputy PCC John Smith

PSD - The protest will be supported as
peaceful however the recognition of the public
health threat is credible and leaders are
encouraging social distancing wherever
possible.
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Panel Member - what are the stats on
domestic violence due to COVID?
PSD - DV cases have remained at the same
level as previously through the lock down
period. Overall crime has fallen by 20-30% so
it may be significant that DV hasn’t. It is also
worth noting that victim service providers have
reported an increase in referrals. It is generally
thought that DV will have increased but not be
reported - we are working on this with victim
service providers and local authorities

Panel Member - More advocacy is needed
because the community only see what they
see. More communication is needed with
the community so that they understand
this. These messages just don’t get to
these forums. More is needed from the
Police; this is not a USA issue, there are
parallels and they are drawn when people
see that the police are concerned about it.
Panel Member - 99% only see that version
of events, seeing the arrest it was handled
very well and there were people there that
were causing issues based on the events
in America.
PSD - We are acutely aware of this and there
is a significant amount of work going on to try
and address this as we are not reflective of the
communities that we represent. Avon and
Somerset Police have a dedicated Equality
and Diversity lead and have an Outreach
Team who work within our communities to try
and encourage people from all backgrounds in
to policing.
Panel Member – We are all aware that there
are poorer outcomes for BaME
communities affected by COVID and if you
are a black police officer, policing these
protests - there will be internal conflicts,
we have seen how officers in America have
dealt with this.
Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner
John Smith – The force is working very
closely nationally and with the Black Police
Association to try and offer support and
reassurance. HR and COG and BPA are
very alive to this issue.

The Deputy Police and Crime
Commissioner then provided the Panel
with a briefing about his role and how the
work will be split between him and PCC
Sue Mountstevens.
For further information https://www.avonandsomerset-pcc.gov.uk/about/roleof-the-pcc/
https://www.avonandsomerset-pcc.gov.uk/about/meetyour-deputy-pcc/
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Our officer’s first port of call was to engage,
explain and encourage people to comply with
the Government’s requests, but unfortunately it
is also down to public responsibility to do this,
which hasn’t embraced by some.
The public did not quite simply like being told
what to do in these circumstances, even though
it is for their safety. This therefore has created a
large majority of hostility towards our officers.
I did emphasise in this particular case as I was
concerned for the welfare of her sister who was
a single mother, hence the Morrison’s next day
food offer they were made aware of.
With regards to the Body Worn Camera footage
we are lucky enough to have access to BWV
footage most of the time, but this was an
occasion when we did not. I would imagine the
reason being that the PPE being put in place for
the officer on each visit is very time consuming
and maybe they ‘just forgot’ to switch on their
camera. This was also a time where there was
a lack of resources due to officers self-isolating
with their own families so there would not have
been an opportunity for a community visit at this
time”
Final email to complainant was OK, but could
have been more satisfactory to the ‘customer
experience’ if the complainant had been advised
of the increased visibility in the community – this
would have turned his need to make a
complaint into an assurance that he had
effected a positive change for his community.
1. There is no record of the officer
Engaging, Explaining and Encouraging
the adult present or explaining the
necessity to comply with Reg 5. As the
owner and presumably hairdresser was
absent the lack of an explanation might
firstly leave her unclear whether she
can continue with the hairdressing and
secondly inform an officer who is called
out to investigate another alleged
breach.

Feedback noted thank you.

Noted – I have read the text message and it
does not give contact details to the complainant,
feedback will be provided. It is really helpful
when the investigator or complaint handler
provide a summary or explanation of what the
BWV shows. I would always advise that some of
the BWV is viewed. If there are 5 clips of an
hour each for example, then I would find it
reasonable that main BWV covering the event is
viewed, not necessarily all of it.

2. The “signing off “text message does not
explain how to continue with the
complaint or send feedback.
3. On the face of the documents some of
them are undated.
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